Introduction
Linear algebra has many fruitful connections with geometry. This article develops one such connection: the relationship between a 2 x 2 matrix and an associated circle which we call the eigencircle.
This connection was first investigated in a previous paper of ours [1] , but the present paper is self-contained, and in fact introduces eigencircles in a different way. Here we discuss some surfaces containing the eigencircle which also have a number of interesting properties and connections with the associated matrix.
Our study may be regarded as a special case of multiparameter spectral theory, which has been studied extensively at a general level [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . We concentrate on this special case, since it is elementary, accessible and, we believe, illuminating.
An eigenvalue of a square matrix A is, as any linear algebra textbook explains, a number A such that Ax = AX for some X # O. If A = (:~) is a 2 x 2 matrix and x (~), then we may write this as 
with x, y not both zero. Note particularly the matrix Alz on the right-hand side, and recall that the set of such matrices, under matrix addition and multiplication and with A E IR, is isomorphic (as a field) to the real 
for some x, y not both zero. We call such a pair (il, p,) an eigenpair of A, and a corresponding x 'F-0 is a (il, p,)-eigenvector. The set of eigenpairs will be seen to form a circle in the real il, p,-plane. We call this circle the eigencircle of A. It turns out to provide useful geometric illustrations, and indeed proofs, of a number of properties of A. These include:
• geometric pictures illustrating the determinant, eigenvectors (for real eigenvalues), and real or complex eigenvalues; • a geometric derivation of the angle between the eigenvectors of A; • a 'proof without words' of the fact that a symmetric 2 x 2 matrix has orthogonal eigenvectors, using the fact that the angle subtended by the diameter of a circle at any point on it is a right angle; • a geometric proof that the product of real or complex eigenvalues is the determinant; • visualisation of the family of 2 x 2 matrices with given eigenvalues.
These and other aspects of the eigencircle are discussed in [1] .
In the present paper, we use the eigencircle to give:
• a geometric interpretation of the discriminant of the characteristic equation of A; • geometric pictures of complex eigenvectors for complex eigenvalues, which completes the work begun in [1] of using the eigencircle to visualise real and complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A; • surfaces that contain the eigencircle and allow further geometric views of properties of 2 x 2 matrices; • an extension to quaternions, where the eigencircle becomes the equator of an eigensphere.
----+ -Throughout, if P and Q are points then PQ, PQ and PQ denote the vector from P to Q, the line segment between P and Q and the length of this line segment, respectively. 
The set of all eigenpairs of A in [R2 is therefore described by the equation (4) or, equivalently, 2 2
(8) (9) we can rewrite (5) as
The solution set of (5) can thus be seen to be a circle (the eigencircle of A) with centre C (j, g) (at distance r from the origin) and radius p. It is illustrated in Figures I and 2 (a). These figures assume that Q < d and b < -e, but the other possibilities are easily envisaged too (for example, by using the given figures with reversal of axes as appropriate). We find it convenient to refer at times to the projection Y (j, 0) of the eigencircle's centre C onto the A-axis. (2), (3) and (4) 
Power, determinant and discriminant
In the previous paper [1] , we made significant use of the following theorem from Euclid's Elements, [7, : given a point 0 and a circle, and any line l through 0 that meets the circle, say in points P and Q (which may coincide, when l is tangent to the circle), then the product of lengths OP·OQ is constant (i.e. independent of the choice of l, provided it meets the circle). This is true regardless of whether the point 0 is inside, outside, or on the circle. The product OP·OQ is known as the power of the point 0 with respect to the circle. The lengths OP and OQ are treated as signed, so that if 0 is inside the circle then the power of 0 is negative.
It follows from the work above (see (9) and Figure l(a,b)) that the determinant of A is the power of the origin with respect to the eigencircle, as discussed in [I] .
We now show that the discriminant of the characteristic equation of A is also determined by the power of an appropriate point with respect to the eigencircle.
We use this fact later when we consider some surfaces containing the eigencircle.
The quadratic characteristic equation for ordinary eigenvalues
by (8) and (9) . The eigenvalues may be written A = I ± ..jt:,. /4.
Let Po and Qo be the lowest and highest points, respectively, on the eigencircle (i.e. where the eigencircle meets its vertical diameter), with ucoordinates g -p and g + P respectively (Figure 3) . Then, as we saw above, the discriminant is just -4YPo'YQo, with lengths again signed by direction. Furthermore, if PY Q is any line through Y and meeting the eigencircle in P and Q, then we still have t:,. = -4YP·YQ, by the power property, and YP·YQ is just the power of Y with respect to the eigencircle: see Figure 3 . For any such P and Q, then, the eigenvalues of A can be written as I ± ..j-Yp. Y Q.
In the real case, the eigenvalues (being A-coordinates of the points A" A2 in 
Complex eigenpairs
So far, and in [1] , we have required A and zzto be real. We now consider what happens when we allow them to be complex. We consider three-and four-dimensional surfaces associated with the matrix which contain the eigencircle and have a number of interesting properties.
Put A = AI + iA2 and u = ,ul + i,u2' The real and imaginary parts of (10) give
O.
The complex eigenpairs correspond to real eigentuples (AJ,,uJ, A2' ,u2) satisfying (11) and (12), which form a two-dimensional eigensurface '& in four-dimensional real space. On the face of it, the four-dimensional nature of this space may make it difficult to visualise things such as complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. However, we shall see how to do this with an appropriate three-dimensional picture. The eigencircle equation (10) has the parametric form
If the argument <p = ¢l + i<P2 is complex, then we have a complex parametric form of the eigensurface '&, from which a description in terms of two real parameters can be derived using elementary properties of circular and hyperbolic functions:
, 
so a > o x E r Observe that
equations Tor * may now oe written
/*, = s + asin*,,
with o and r related by (19).
We now look at some views of the eigensurface which give insight into the shape of that surface and the properties of (A, ^-eigenvectors, with particular application to ordinary complex eigenvectors
The real part of an eigentuple E = \X\, fj.\, X 2 , fi 2 ) is R = Ui> H\h an d these real parts may be illustrated by their projections onto the plane m^eTge^uVfoce^ 'm^ets^he^rea/ pkneln 'mTeigelidrcle <6 ^ and°foaVlhe projection R cannot lie inside the eigencircle. However, any point in the real plane outside the eigencircle gives the real part of some eigentuple. The (Figure 4(a) ). Similarly the imaginary part I = (X 2 , u 2 ) may be represented by a projection onto the imaginary plane X\ =\u, = 0. Now suppose the imaginary plane is superimposed on the real plane, with the V and ^-axes parallel to the A,-and ^i,-axes respectively, and the A 2 , f* 2 ongin superimposed on the centre C of the eigencircle. Then equation (12) requires that an imaginary part /, corresponding to real part R in Figure  4 (a), lies on a line 2 , , in the imaginary plane through O which is perpendicular to CR (Figure 4(b) ). In (24) and (25), r = Ol; from (19), r = ±V<7 2 -p 2 so we take r as a signed radial distance Ol along ^, . Thus for each real part R outside the eigencircle there are two possible imaginary parts differing in sign; two such eigentuples are conjugate. Observe in Note, however, that the eigensurface is not a hyperboloid, since as v varies, so does the direction of the r-axis 5£~in 1R 4 . Rather, "(g may be obtained by rotating h; about~while simultaneously rotating 5£v about 0 in the imaginary plane, and rotating 5£~about C so that it remains parallel to :tv. Nonetheless, certain hyperboloids will be useful in forming a threedimensional view of some aspects of the eigensurface.
Equations ( In particular, 'fIev "#~. The mapping Ttv :~~'fIev given by
using equations (13) to (18), is nonlinear. However, its restriction to 'fIev n~is the identity map on that set. We can use 'fIev to picture (A, f-l)-eigenvectors as follows. Suppose
and E2 are conjugate in the sense that their real parts are identical and their imaginary parts are oppositely signed. As seen above, the Ej-eigenvectors corresponding to the eigentuple E; are (complex) multiples of the vector from T to Ej , (i = 1, 2). Now T also belongs to 'fIev n~,since it lies on the eigencircle. Since all three points T, Elo E2 are in 'fIev n~,and the latter set is fixed under Ttv, we can picture these points-and hence those (A, f-l)-eigenvectors described above-in a three-dimensional picture of 'fIev• knowing that they bear the same relationship to each other in this picture as they do in the eigensurface. See Figure 5 (b).
An important special case is when v = -Jr / 2, when 'fIe-n/2 lies in a subset of (AI, f-lloA2, f-l2)-space in which f-l2 = O. We find it convenient to write 'fIe.l = 'fIe-n/2• If the matrix A has complex eigenvalues, then from our earlier discussion on the discriminant (with t::. < 0) we see that these eigenvalues are A(i) = f ± iVJj;, (i = I, 2), where Pv = -t::. / 4 is the power of Y with respect to the eigencircle.
We can picture these eigenvalues on 'lIe1. n~using the points E] = (t, 0, VJj;, 0) and E) = (t, 0, VJj;, 0). The power Pr is the square of the length YEi. We can therefore give a geometric view of certain complex eigenvectors corresponding to these complex eigenvalues, in (A(, /1(, rj-space, in the manner described in the previous paragraph and without resorting to a fourdimensional picture. The resulting diagram is similar to Figure 5(b) , and has R = Y as the midpoint of EIE2• The r-axis :£~nl2 is now parallel to the A2-axis, and :£ -n12 is the A2-axis itself.
Lines in the hyperboloid
Assume that A has complex eigenvalues, as in the previous section. Let PI be a point on the eigencircle Cf5 such that the tangent to Cf5 at PI passes through Y. It is evident that the line PtAI is tangent to the hyperboloid 'lIe1.at Ph 
Quaternions
The algebra of quaternions consists of 4-tuples which may be written a + fJi + ri + ok, 
.12 (a - 
Again, we have a two-dimensional surface 'i€Q in four-dimensional space. We call the points on 'i€Q quaternion eigentuples. Equation (27) restricts the imaginary part J of a quatemion eigentuple to lie on a line :£ in the imaginary plane, where (after superimposition of real and imaginary planes as in the section on complex eigenpairs) :£ is perpendicular to the diagonal of the rectangle defined by A. In (26) put A~+ /1~= r 2 , where I r I = OJ is the size of the imaginary part J. Then (26) shows that 'i€Q is a sphere, which (inevitably) we call the eigensphere. It sits in the three-dimensional subspace spanned by the A-axis, /1-axis and :£ (which are mutually orthogonal). Note that the direction of :£, and hence the orientation in 1R 4 of the eigensphere, depends on the exact choice of A, in contrast to the complex eigenpair situation where the eigensurface is determined entirely by the eigencircle. On the other hand, the direction of :£ in the imaginary plane is fixed: it does not depend on the real part, as the analogous line :£v did earlier.
Any point inside the eigencircle gives the real part of some quatemion eigentuple (and those outside do not), again in contrast to complex eigenpairs where the points inside the eigencircle were precisely those that were not the real part of any eigentuple. r ---2 FIGURE 6: The eigensphere, with a quatemion E-eigenvector TE Equation (26) is invariant under negation of the imaginary part (equivalently, r~-r), so any quatemion eigentuple E has a 'dual' 
Invitation
We have found the eigencircle to be a rich source of geometric insight into algebraic properties of 2 x 2 matrices. We invite the reader to explore its properties further, and to consider what useful analogues it might have for higher-order matrices. One possibility is to start with a version of (2) for 4 x 4 matrices, with the matrix ( A J-l) replaced by a 4 x 4 real matrix -J-l A representing a general quatemion (see [9, §41] ). Instead of an eigencircle, we would have a fourth-degree hypersurface in four-dimensional space.
We also invite the reader to play with the eigencircle applet [10] , and send us comments on it.
